
THINKSMART PORTFOLIO
PURPOSE-BUILT COLLABORATION SOLUTIONS FOR  
MICROSOFT TEAMS AND TEAMS ROOMS USERS

ThinkSmart from Lenovo supports collaboration, communication, and productivity across rooms of 
all sizes with solutions purpose-built for Microsoft Teams and Microsoft Teams Rooms. Whether your 
enterprise already runs on Microsoft Teams or you’re just starting to take full advantage of all that your 
Microsoft 365 contract offers, Lenovo is here to help with smarter technology for all. 

THINKSMART EDITION TINY 

WHAT IT IS

Lenovo’s first modular, purpose-built Microsoft 
Teams Rooms device meets the stringent 
requirements set forth by Microsoft. Comes 
bundled with the latest controller from your 
choice of Poly or Logitech. 

WORKS BEST IN

Rooms of all sizes

FULLY OPTIMIZED

ThinkSmart Edition Tiny comes preloaded 
with Windows 10 IoT, so you’re assured that it 
will receive Microsoft Teams Rooms updates 
correctly, and Microsoft Teams Rooms is the 
only platform it runs—it even boots right up to it. 
The I/O ports are also optimized for conference 
rooms, supporting up to two displays.

POWERFUL AND FLEXIBLE

Thanks to its Intel i5 vPro™ processor, ThinkSmart 
Edition Tiny has the power to handle high 
demands from Microsoft Teams Rooms, yet it’s 
small enough to be mounted under conference 
room tables or behind wall monitors for a 
clutter-free look.

BUILT-IN SECURITY

Your business and your device are protected 
through a combination of built-in Lenovo 
ThinkShield and Intel vPro® platform security 
features for comprehensive security as well as 
proactive, remote manageability capabilities. 
And if you ever need help, ThinkSmart Edition 
Tiny comes standard with Lenovo’s 3-year 
Premier Support Warranty. 

THINKSMART HUB 

WHAT IT IS

Lenovo’s newly-redesigned, all-in-one 
Microsoft Teams Rooms system that has time-
saving features and best-in-class acoustics 
built into its rotatable touchscreen. 

WORKS BEST IN

Small to medium rooms, scalable for  
larger rooms

OUTSTANDING USER EXPERIENCE  

Users can communicate via video, voice, or 
chat to collaborate on content in real time using 
the familiar Microsoft Teams Rooms platform. 
ThinkSmart Hub also features four built-in full 
duplex speakers and four built-in dual array 
mics for fully immersive 360-degree sound.  

EASY TO MANAGE

Using Lenovo’s preloaded ThinkSmart Manager 
software*, you can monitor, manage, and 
troubleshoot any number of ThinkSmart Hub 
devices from one, centralized location.

ALWAYS SECURE

ThinkSmart Hub comes with innovative, built-in 
security and manageability solutions from 
Lenovo and the built-for business Intel vPro™ 
platform.

*ThinkSmart Manager comes pre-loaded on all new ThinkSmart 
Hub 500 and Hub devices. ThinkSmart Manager Basic is 
included with your hardware purchase, while a Premium level of 
capabilities are available at an additional cost.

THINKSMART VIEW 

WHAT IT IS

As the first-ever Microsoft Teams display, 
ThinkSmart View enables users to continue 
working on their PCs while this all-in-one 
dedicated Teams device handles chats, calls, 
voicemail, and videoconferencing.

WORKS BEST IN

Private and home offices, privacy booths, 
common areas, or conference rooms

INTELLIGENT COLLABORATION 

When used alone or paired with a PC, 
ThinkSmart View can handle Microsoft Teams 
voice and video calls, content viewing and file 
sharing, replying to chats and teams, and more, 
freeing up the PC for more productive, focused 
work.

PRODUCTIVITY DRIVEN

With features like the time-saving one-touch 
Microsoft Teams meeting start and Cortana 
hands-free, voice-activated smart assistant*, 
ThinkSmart View helps users multitask with ease. 

SECURITY AND SUPPORT 

Secure sign-in, a mute button, and camera 
shutter ensure privacy whether in use or at 
rest. ThinkSmart View also comes bundled with 
Lenovo’s 3-year Premier Support warranty, with 
additional, optional service offered through 
Smart Office Professional Services.

*Not available in all markets. 

Lenovo is your partner in transforming the workplace of the future into a collaborative, innovative space 
with solutions that are easy to use, easy to deploy, and easy to manage—all purpose-built to help you 
leverage Microsoft Teams software and the Microsoft Teams Rooms platform for years to come. 

Smarter meetings start with ThinkSmart. Learn more at www.lenovo.com/ThinkSmart


